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Reflexive learning, socio-cognitive conflict and

peer-assessment to improve the quality of

feedbacks in online tests

Franck Silvestre, Philippe Vidal, and Julien Broisin

Université Toulouse III Paul Sabatier, Institut de Recherche en Informatique de
Toulouse, 118 route de Narbonne, 31062 Toulouse Cedex 04

Abstract. Our previous works have introduced the Tsaap-notes plat-
form dedicated to the semi automatic generation of multiple choice ques-
tionnaire providing feedbacks: it reuses interactive questions asked by
teachers during lectures, as well as the notes taken by students after
the presentation of the results as feedbacks integrated into the quizzes.
In this paper, we introduce a new feature which aims at increasing the
number of contributions of students in order to significantly improve the
quality of the feedbacks used in the resulting quizzes. This feature splits
the submission of an answer into several distinct phases to harvest ex-
planations given by students, and then applies an algorithm to filter the
best contributions to be integrated as feedbacks in the tests. Our ap-
proach has been validated by a first experimentation involving master
students enrolled in a computer science course.

Keywords: Interactive questions, quality of feedback, reflexive learning,
peer-assessment, socio-cognitive conflict

1 Introduction

Different studies [12, 9] show that computer-based assessments facilitate the pro-
vision of frequent formative assessments to large groups of students. Also, the
quality of the feedback provided to students in the context of their works or of
their assessments results is a key factor for better learning [2, 7, 8]. David Nicol
& DMD [10] recommend the use of online tests so the feedback is accessible
to students anytime, from anywhere and as often as they wish. However, the
feedback provided to students by traditional online learning management sys-
tems or other IMSQTI compliant platforms [11] is, by default, minimalist: for
each question, it includes the student’s score and the correct answer; additional
and relevant feedback has to be produced by teachers manually, and this time
consuming process is therefore not done very often.

We have described in [16] the approach ”Note as Feedback” (NaF), imple-
mented in our Tsaap-Notes platform [15]. Tsaap-Notes allows teachers to ask
interactive questions during lecture, and students to answer questions and to
take notes on each of these questions in following the presentation of the re-
sults given by all the participants. As Tsaap-Notes questions are written using
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the Moodle gift format, the approach ”NaF” allows the teacher to generate in
an automatic way a Moodle compatible quiz composed of (1) the interactive
questions asked by the teacher during the lecture, and (2) the notes taken by
the students on those questions; these notes represent the feedback exposed to
students when they perform the quiz within Moodle.

Despite the promising results of the first experimentation, two limits have
been clearly identified in the current Tsaap-Notes implementation. 1- Every
single note taken by students on a given question is automatically included into
the feedback of the quiz; the notes are not evaluated nor filtered, there is no
”quality check” of the feedback. 2- Only few students participate in the writing
of explanations that are required to build relevant feedbacks. Thus, in this paper,
we present a new feature to manage interactive questions called ”question with
submission of answer in n-phases” (NP-Q) dealing directly with the two limits
mentioned above: interactions implemented in NP-Q maximize on one hand the
students’ participation in the writing of an explanation, and on the other hand
enable students to assess the different analysis they made. In addition, the ”best”
contributions only are integrated as source of feedback into the Moodle quiz. The
article is organized as follows : Section 2 presents the scientific sources which have
inspired the making of NP-Q ; Section 3 shows the implementation of NP-Q in
Tsaap-Notes; Section 4 relates the results of the first experimentation made with
a group of 51 Master students from Paul Sabatier University (Toulouse III). We
conclude in section 5 and present some future works.

2 Why the NP-Q Feature?

A limit highlighted by the first experimentation conducted with the NaF feature
of Tsaap-Notes is the low engagement of students in the note-taking process.
Indeed in [16], results show that only 25% of students take notes, even though
75% of students participate in interactive questions [15]. This limit affects the
creation of revision tests because there are not enough feedbacks, and it affects
the lecture itself as well. When three quarters of students answer multiple choice
questions, why only one quarter participates in the writing of an explanation?

Scouller reminds that assessments influence the learning process considerably
[13]: the way a student is assessed determines how, what, and how much he
will learn. Most students put their efforts in acquiring knowledge and cognitive
abilities on what they know they will be assessed on. In [1], Biggs and Tang
explain that active educational methods, where students deal with activities
aligned with the learning target and with the assessment tasks, stimulate a
better and thorough learning approach for them. Both authors put forward the
fact that ”formative assessments” provide the student with the feedback allowing
him to know where he stands. The positive impact of interactive vote systems
on the involvement of students shown through different studies [4, 6, 14, 18] is
due mainly to the formative assessment function: during a lecture, students are
able to notice in real time their level of knowledge or cognitive ability, whether
individually or compared to a group.
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Fig. 1. Submission of an answer with the NP-Q feature: first phase

Starting from these findings and to increase the participation rate in the writ-
ing of an explanation about a question during a lecture, our hypothesis stands
on the fact that students should be provided with immediate feedback about
their notes. Thus, the different phases of the NP-Q feature have been designed
to promote reflexive learning, and expose to each student a feedback going from
the comparison of alternative answers generating a socio-cognitive conflict, to
the presentation of the assessment result of his explanation. In addition, as the
quick assessment of a large number of explanations cannot be performed by a
single teacher during a lecture, we have adopted a peer-assessment process whose
properties have been demonstrated in different studies [3, 5, 17].

Finally, to tackle the other limit shown by the experimentation of the NaF
feature (i.e. the integration of all contributions from the students in the feedbacks
of the revision tests generated by Tsaap-Notes), the assessments of the notes by
students are analysed by an algorithm to select the best contributions only.

3 Conception and Implementation of the NP-Q Feature

In this section, we describe how the NP-Q feature has been implemented into
the Tsaap-Notes environment in order to integrate the writing of explanations
within an activity allowing (1) students to get an immediate feedback about their
contributions, and (2) a quick peer-assessment on the whole set of contributions.
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Fig. 2. Submission of an answer with the NP-Q feature: second phase

3.1 Main Principles

The activity we introduced consists in the separation of the submission of an
answer of a multiple choice question in several phases. The first phase exposes
a form illustrated in Fig. 1 and allows students to (1) answer a multiple choice
question, (2) enter the explanation of their choice, and (3) indicate the confidence
level of their answer. Thus, at this stage, the student turns into a reflective
learning situation as he has to reflect on his own knowledge and abilities as soon
as he indicates the level of confidence in his answer. This indicator represents also
one of the key elements of the algorithm underlying the second phase. Although
the example posed in Fig. 1 is a true/false question, the system supports general
multiple choice questions.

The second phase of the submission process consists of providing the stu-
dent with the form illustrated in Fig. 1, already filled in with his answer and
explanation, together with an alternative answer submitted by another student
participating in the same interactive session; the resulting interface is exposed
on Fig. 2. This phase gives the student a first feedback through the suggestion of
another answer and analysis, thus turning him into a situation of socio-cognitive
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Fig. 3. Submission of an answer with the NP-Q feature: third phase

conflict as he has to compare his own answer with the one of his peers. The stu-
dent can then confirm his choice and explanation, or he can modify his answer.
Let us note that, in order to avoid relational influences, no information about
the identity of the other peer is known by the student.

During the third and last phase, each student is provided with (1) the results
of all students who answered the question, and (2) his own score on the question.
In addition, the peer-assessment of the students’ contributions takes place during
this phase: through the interface illustrated in Fig. 3, each student is asked
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to assess three distinct explanations of the right answer using a Likert scale
graduated from 1 to 5.

Once this phase is completed, Tsaap-Notes calculates the average rating for
each assessed explanation, and presents to students the results of the assessment
process in a descending order. Finally, the feedbacks integrated into the Moodle
quizzes comprise the explanations characterised by an average value higher than
2.5 only; the resulting Moodle interface is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. A Moodle question integrating the feedback coming from Tsaap-Notes

3.2 Focus on the Algorithm Provoking a Socio-Cognitive Conflict

To generate a socio-cognitive conflict, the second phase of the NP-Q feature
requires an algorithm capable of putting together two opposite and relevant
answers given by students at the end of the first phase. Therefore, the main
point of our algorithm consists in connecting an answer ai to an answer aj, where
(i) both answers represent different choices, and (ii) the explanation associated
with ai is of reasonable length. If several answers can be connected to aj, then
the algorithm selects those characterised by the higher level of confidence, and
encourages diversity by exposing different associations to students when possible.
In order to present our algorithm, we propose a formal representation of the
problem along with the most relevant parts of the solution.

In the remaining of the document, q represents a multiple choice question.

Definition 1. An answer a to a multiple choice question q is a triplet

a = (s; d; e)
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where

– s is the calculated score of the student;

– d is the level of confidence given by the student on his answer;

– e is the number of characters in the student’s explanation.

In the remaining of the document, q represents a multiple choice question.

Property 1. Given A the set of all answers got from q. The relation ≥ on A

defined by

∀(ai = (si; di; ei), aj = (sj ; dj ; ej)) ∈ A2, ai ≥ aj ⇔ di ≥ dj

is an order relation on A.

Definition 2. The set Ac of all correct answers to q is defined as

Ac = {ai = (si; di; ei) ∈ A|si = MaxScore}

where MaxScore is the maximum score a student can obtain for a question q.

Definition 3. The set Ac of all incorrect answers to q is the complementary of

Ac in A.

Definition 4. All the answers to q able to generate a socio-cognitive conflict

are included in the set C defined as follows

C = {a i = (si; di; ei) ∈ A| ei > MinSizeExp}
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Fig. 5. The algorithm to generate a socio-cognitive conflict
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where MinSizeExp is the minimum size of an explanation so that the associated

answer can be selected to generate a socio-cognitive conflict.

Definition 5. The set Cc of all correct answers to q able to generate a socio-

cognitive conflict is defined as follows

Cc = C ∩Ac

Definition 6. The set Cc of all incorrect answers to q able to generate a socio-

cognitive conflict is the complementary of Cc in C.

Definition 7. Given Ac = {a1, a2, a3, ..., an} where ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, .., n} i < j ⇒
ai ≥ aj the ordered set of all correct answers to q.

Given Cc = {c1, c2, c3, ..., cp} where ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, .., p} i < j ⇒ ci ≥ cj the

ordered set of all the incorrect answers to q able to generate a socio-cognitive

conflict.

The function f : Ac → Cc is the function which associates to each element

ai ∈ Ac the element

f(ai) = ci mod p

where i mod p is the remainder of the Euclidian division of i by p.

Definition 8. Given Ac = {a1, a2, a3, ..., an} where ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, .., n} i < j ⇒
ai ≥ aj the ordered set of all incorrect answers to q.

Given Cc = {c1, c2, c3, ..., cp} where ∀(i, j) ∈ {1, .., p} i < j ⇒ ci ≥ cj
the ordered set of all the correct answers to q able to generate a socio-cognitive

conflict.

The function g : Ac → Cc is the function which associates to each element

ai ∈ Ac the element

g(ai) = ci mod p

where i mod p is the remainder of the Euclidian division of i by p.

Starting from these definitions, Fig. 5 shows the different steps implemented
within our algorithm. The first step takes the set A as input, and creates the
four sets Ac, Ac, Cc and Cc; these sets are represented as ordered lists according
to the relation introduced in Prop. 1. Since the maximum score that can be
attributed to a question is always 100 in the current implementation of Tsaap-
Notes, MaxScore has been set to this value as well; MinSizeExp (see Def. 4)
has been arbitrary set to 10. The second stage of the algorithm gathers into a
dictionary the results of the application of f (respectively g) on all the elements of
Ac (respectively Ac). This algorithm has been experimented with several groups
of students; the results are detailed in the next section.

4 Results of the First Experimentation

The NP-Q feature offered by Tsaap-Notes has been experimented with two
groups of students in two courses integrated in the first year of a Computer
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Science Master program. The experimentation took place during 3 sessions of 2
hours during which 5 NP-Q questions were asked to students. Table 1 shows that
almost 88% of students submitted an answer to each question; this high partic-
ipation rate conforms to other studies related to audience response systems.

Table 1. Participation rates

Course label
Question
code

Number of presents
Number of
submitted
answers

Participation
rate

DCLL DCLL-1 51 37 72.5%

DCLL DCLL-2 51 41 80.4%
MA MA-1 34 34 100%
MA MA-2 34 34 100%

MA MA-3 34 32 94.1%

Average NR 40.8 35.6 87.8%

A more interesting indicator is the participation of students in the submission
of an explanation: Figure 6 shows that 68.29% of students that answered a
question also submitted an explanation to justify their answers. Even if this
participation rate is below the observed rate on submitted answers (i.e. 87.8%), it
represents a very large increase compared to the values resulting from a previous
experimentation conducted in 2014 [15]. In this experimentation that involved
a group of 35 students, questions were exposed using the ”traditional” way (i.e.
without the NP-Q feature) and students were invited to submit explanations

Fig. 6. Participation rates on answer submission/explanation submission
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Fig. 7. Compared study on the participation rate for the writing of explanation

after the presentation of the results. Figure 7 shows that the NP-Q feature has
strongly increased the participation rate in writing explanations: in average,
only 5.7% of students were engaged in this task in 2014, compared with 68.29%
of them in 2015. In addition, the number of contributions likely to be used as
feedback in the Moodle quiz is much higher in 2015: 57.39% of the students’
input are selected, against 5.7% in 2014 only.

Moreover, Fig. 8 shows that several students have altered their answer be-
tween the first and second phases: the socio-cognitive conflict made those stu-
dents think about both their own and peers’ knowledge. Since this conflictive
approach brought 30% of students having submitted a wrong answer to identify
the right answer, we consider this result as a strong encouragement to further
explore the ability to provoke socio-cognitive conflict through Tsaap-Notes.

Finally, Fig. 9 gives the results of the last NP-Q phase where students are
asked (but not required) to evaluate three explanations, and shows that 75.6%
of them participated in this peer-assessment process. Thus, the average number
of learners evaluating an explanation is 4.17, for an average of 40.8 attending
students and 22.8 explanations to evaluate; we estimate this average as significant
enough to obtain a representative grade for an explanation. Furthermore, the
average of the standard deviation related to the rates given by students on an
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explanation is 0.98. This standard deviation is quite significant as it shows that
the rates vary by 20% from one student to another, which is reasonable for our
use (i.e. the selection of the highest rated explanations to build the feedback
integrated into the Moodle quiz).

Fig. 8. Number of wrong answers in phase 1 and phase 2

5 Conclusions and Perspectives

The Tsaap-Notes platform enables the semi-automatic generation of a multi-
ple choice test questions providing feedbacks on the basis of (1) the interactive
questions asked by teachers during face-to-face lectures, and (2) the notes taken
by students to create the feedbacks presented to students within the quizzes. In
this paper, we introduced the NP-Q feature in order to considerably increase the
number of contributions made by students, and thus to significantly improve the
quality of feedbacks integrated in the generated quizzes. Our proposal splits the
submission of an answer in several phases and places students in three distinct
situations: reflexive learning, socio-cognitive conflict, and peer assessment. The
best rated explanations of correct answers are then used as feedbacks to improve
the quality of the formative assessments. The results of the first experimentation
conducted with two groups of students enrolled in a computer science Master
course are very promising, as they show a very strong increase of the students’
participation in the writing of explanations; the selection of the most appropri-
ate contributions can thus apply to a significant amount of data and make the
feedbacks integrated into the quizzes more relevant.

Today, the algorithm triggering the socio-cognitive conflict takes into account
a few information concerning the learners: only the score, the size of the expla-
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Fig. 9. Participation rate on peer assessment

nation and the level of confidence on a given question are used to influence an
alternative answer. The results obtained at different questions or the ability to
convince (i.e to make another student change his mind during a socio-cognitive
conflict) represent other data that could be used to improve this algorithm.

The NP-Q feature is currently used during face-to-face lectures, but it would
be interesting to adapt and try it in the context of a Massive Online Open
Course (MOOC). Indeed, MOOC often integrate platforms like forums allowing
learners to help each other. However, this kind of platform doesn’t guarantee the
participation of all learners, and therefore doesn’t ensure that they get support
from their peers. On the other hand, the generation of a socio-cognitive conflict
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the way it is proposed in this paper makes use of the productions of all the
learners, for all the learners.
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